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Part of the Puzzle:
Reconstituting Meaning in a Painted Plaster Fragment from Kea

Lyvia Morgan

Abstract: This paper takes a single large fragment from the Miniature Frieze from the Northeast Bastion
at Ayia Irini on Kea as a case study in the interpretation of Aegean wall paintings. As ancient Aegean
wall paintings survive only in fragmentary form, decipherment of their iconography is challenging and de-
pends on a cumulative process of analysis. Images frequently need deciphering, a task that rests on an un-
derstanding of the relationship between form and technical approaches to the medium, as well as an
awareness of the comparative iconography of the culture. But this is only part of the process. Wall paint-
ings in situ are experiential, their reception dependent on architectural space and the social and environ-
mental context of the time. Establishing how fragments related to one another within the frieze is a step
towards contextualizing the images. How the frieze might have appeared within the architectural space of
the room, what function the room might have had, and how the building related to the town and the sur-
rounding environment are all equally crucial. The fragment chosen for analysis proves to be a pivotal
scene, key to the reconstitution of meaning within a painting of profound social significance.

Introduction
Approaches and perspectives are intimately bound in the study of iconography, in which meaning is
reconstituted through the interpreter. As a case study, I have chosen a large fragment of a miniature
wall painting from the Northeast Bastion at Ayia Irini, Kea (Fig. 1). I have discussed these minia-
ture paintings in depth in my book on the subject (Morgan 2020), but felt that a focused study of
such an important, indeed unique fragment would aptly demonstrate the analytical process of the ico-
nographic interpretation of Aegean wall paintings.

Wall paintings in situ are experiential. Through movements of body and glance, the viewer interacts
with images that are inextricably linked to their architectural context and functional space and may
also reflect outwards to the surrounding environment. Understanding the spatial context is essential
to understanding the image within it. Excavation process, architectural layout, associated artifacts,
approaches and views all constitute the context of the fragment, while technology and iconography
go hand in hand in the interpretative process. Analysis is always a process and reconstituting mean-
ing from a fragment in particular is multi-layered and cumulative.

Fragments
Aegean wall paintings invariably survive as fragments, each fragment a part of the puzzle that was
originally a picture. Even the spectacularly preserved paintings of Akrotiri, Thera, some still cling-
ing to the walls, were mostly found in small pieces. Covered in a murky film of soil and the debris
of millennia, the images are rarely recognizable before each piece is carefully cleaned. It is the con-
servator who begins the process of reconstituting meaning.

After cleaning each piece, the conservator looks for joins, often focusing on the backs as much as
the front surface, a process that continues during subsequent study. A ‘fragment’ is therefore fre-
quently (though not always) composed of several joined pieces. The large fragment that is the sub-
ject of this study is composed of thirteen pieces, measuring in total 18.2615.460.9–1.2 cm
(Fig. 1).1 Preservation of the painted surface is not a good criterion for matching pieces, as is evi-

1 Stella Bouzaki, conservator, was responsible for joining 12 fragments; the 13th (left cauldron) was added by the author
during study. The fragment was amongst those originally studied by Katherine Abramovitz (1980: 62, 66 (cat. 90),
pl. 6 a–b). Preliminary discussion of the fragment and the frieze appeared in Morgan 1990; 1995; 1998; 2013; final
presentation: Morgan 2020: cat. no. 67, pl. 7; cf. Morgan 2018: fig. 10a.
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Fig. 1. The fragment at 1:1 scale, from N. 20 of the Northeast Bastion at Ayia Irini, Kea (after Morgan 2020:
pl. 7; photograph by C. Mauzy)
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Fig. 2. Plan of the northeastern part of Ayia Irini. Dark walls indicate
Period VI and earlier, light walls Period VII and later (adapted by the
author from the site plan by R. L. Holzen)

Fig. 3. Plan of the Northeast Bastion: (a) existing ground f loor, (b) upper f loor as proposed by the author (after
Morgan 2020: f ig. 1: 7, detail)
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dent in this fragment, in which the joined pieces vary considerably in the degree to which the paint
has survived, from minimal (top right) to almost complete (lower left). Similarly, the varying thick-
ness is merely an indication of how much backing plaster has survived. The two critical criteria,
both of which must be present, are the physical fit at the broken edges (the join) and the matching of
the painted elements (even if only traces survive). This painted plaster fragment, cleaned and com-
piled, is the raw material from which the iconographer begins the task of reconstituting meaning.
Yet a fragment is just that, a fragment of a whole. It is a part of a complex, contingent on context,
technique, iconography, and reception, each indispensable in the task of reconstituting meaning.

Context
The fragment in Fig. 1 was found in pieces in the basement of the Northeast Bastion at Ayia Irini, in
the room designated N.20. The Bastion was composed of two large rooms with a staircase linking
ground and first floor, with access from a broad corridor that led to a tower (Figs 2–3). This im-
pressive complex, located on the edge of the town overlooking the approach to the main Gateway
from the coast, was built as an extension to the fortification wall at the beginning of Period VI (LC I
/ LM IA) and was destroyed by earthquake at the beginning of Period VII (LC II / LM I B) (Goro-
gianni & Fitzsimons 2017: 148). At the time of excavation, the rooms were filled with earthquake
debris, including painted plaster fragments and flagstones, which had both fallen from the upper stor-
ey. The ground floor walls of N.20 survived to such a height that evidence for parts of the upper
storey walls and doorways could be gleaned.2 The Miniature Frieze would have run continuously
around the walls of N.20 and above the windows and doors (Figs 3b and 7). In the destruction by
earthquake, the dividing wall between the two rooms fell northwards. The spread of the fragments,
scattered between the two rooms but mostly in N.20, reflects both the positions on the walls and the
direction of the collapse.

As a first step in piecing together the puzzle, each fragment received an identifying number accord-
ing to its find context, laterally and vertically. From this information, I created a grid, charting the
fragments in terms of context and subject. The cauldron fragment was found in the southeast part of
N.20, at a depth that contained many other important elements of human action. A fine grid system
at the time of excavation (as was done for the wall paintings at Akrotiri, Thera) would have greatly
facilitated the task of finding associations, but only loose coordinates were given for the lateral
spread. Even so, paintings disintegrate and collapse in what are sometimes unpredictable ways.
Other means of identifying connections were necessary: architectural, technical and iconographic.

In building up a jigsaw, one invariably begins with the edges. In the Aegean, the plaster for a minia-
ture frieze was laid between two parallel wooden beams set into the wall and, as the plaster was
spread, a bulging profile and flat edge was formed at the top and bottom as it pressed against the
beams. These flat edges, along with mud, straw, and striations or ridges on the backs, and (less fre-
quently encountered) curved plaster from the corners between two walls, provide the physical clues
of architectural context.

Technique
Nowadays, fragments of wall paintings are scanned at high definition at the site. When I first stu-
died the Kea fragments, in the 1980s, the fragments were photographed and I drew every one that

2 Ayia Irini was excavated in the 1960s-70s by the University of Cincinnati, directed by John Caskey, under the auspices of
the American School of Classical Studies at Athens. The Northeast Bastion was excavated in 1964 and 1966 by John
Coleman and William Kitteridge (Caskey 1971: 374–376). At the time, N.18 and N.20 were called M. I and M.
II. Publication of the Northern Sector is being prepared by Rodney Fitzsimons and Evi Gorogianni. I am grateful to
both for information on the Northeast Bastion architecture and pottery respectively.
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was sufficiently well preserved to be able to determine form (Fig. 4).3 The aim of the drawing was
not to produce a facsimile but to record what was visible on the surface.

In order to see traces of paint barely visible to the naked eye, I used a powerful magnifying glass,
whenever possible in the natural light of the sun. With this method, I was able to determine the
layers of paint and the order of applying colours. Understanding which pigment overlies which en-
ables one to determine the pattern of disintegration, a crucial step to understanding the original form.
This is rarely possible from looking at photographs or scans, in which the three-dimensionality of
paint layers is flattened. The ideal combination is to scan the fragment (or photograph), enabling
one to enlarge the image later on a screen, along with first-hand study of the pigment layers in order
to reconstruct their three-dimensionality.

How paints adhere or disintegrate has much to do with the techniques of application but also with
the properties of pigments. Although the background colour may have been applied while the plas-
ter was wet or dampened (buon fresco or mezzo fresco), the Miniature Frieze of Ayia Irini was lar-
gely executed in secco technique (using a binder such as gum, lime or egg), as indicated by the
flaking of the pigment layers (see Morgan 2020: ch. 9). Some pigments, such as charcoal, disinte-
grate more readily than others. Other pigments adhere to the plaster better when white paint, made
of thickly applied (impasto) calcium carbonate like the plaster itself, overlies them. This can be
seen in our fragment, on which parts of the red bodies and almost all of the black hair of the men
has disappeared, but the white loincloths and the red beneath them has survived intact. Similarly,
the blue sea that ran all along the base of the frieze is best preserved in areas in which blobs of im-
pasto white representing spume has been superimposed.

When searching for associations between fragments, technical considerations can be crucial. Blue
pigment (whether the calcium-copper silicate known as Egyptian Blue, used throughout the Aegean,
or the less frequently encountered mineral riebeckite) consists of larger grains than ochres and, there-
fore, adheres less easily to the plaster. While yellow ochre could be applied to damp plaster, blue
would not have adhered well using this technique and is therefore likely to have been applied to dry
plaster using a binder. In the Kea Miniature Frieze, large areas designated blue for the sea were left
as reserved plaster when the yellow background was painted, and the surface roughened to facilitate
adherence. This means that one could distinguish between a fragment of sea and a fragment of river
or coast, since for the former the blue was painted directly onto the plaster and for the latter it over-
laid the yellow ground.

Similarly, different pigments or combinations of pigments were used for specific iconographic ele-
ments. In the Thera Miniature Frieze, for example, Egyptian Blue was used for river, rocks, and
town, whereas riebeckite was used for the sea (Vlachopoulos & Sotiropoulou 2012). In the Kea Min-
iature Frieze, the blue was dulled with a layer of grey or black for the depiction of rocks, distinguish-
ing them from the clearer blue of the sea. When sorting hundreds of fragments, such clues are vital
in piecing together the picture. Technical observations, iconographic interpretation, and reconstruc-
tion go hand in hand.

Iconographic Components
From the perspective of the modern viewer, the fragment is composed of a number of recognizable
elements, a few ambiguous ones, and faint traces of indeterminate parts of the picture. Each of these

3 When placed next to the photograph these study drawings (which were not originally intended for publication) proved to be
useful guides to interpreting the distribution of colours on the fragment. It should be noted that the pencil outlines merely
indicate form. The men in the drawing in Fig. 4 (right), for example, are not outlined in the original.
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has features that afford interpretation on the basis of their components and technical approach. Un-
like some fragments, there is no uncertainty as to orientation.

In the top left quadrant, there is a large expanse of brown next to a vertical strip of white (Fig. 4).
This white strip is actually reserved plaster, bordered on both sides by string lines impressed while
the plaster was damp. The brown was painted directly onto the plaster and not onto yellow ground;
therefore the whole area was reserved at the time of planning the picture. Amongst all the fragments
of the Kea Miniature Frieze, the only places in which string lines mark the divisions of elements is
in depictions of towns (Morgan 2020: chs. 4, 10). This, then, is architecture. However, it is unusual
in that there are no windows or doors. In addition, the tone of brown ochre is unmatched amongst
the other buildings, while the find place of the fragment indicates that it was on the opposite wall to
that of the town. To go further in the interpretation of this building, associated elements need to be
deciphered.

Beneath the building lies the action: red ochre limbs and white loincloths identify the main partici-
pants as two men, bending forwards and reaching out to what are clearly recognizable as huge tripod
cauldrons. The heads have not survived, but, on the left, specks of red, a white fleck of eye and a
patch of black hair are evidence for a face in profile. A third figure can be discerned on the far right.
This is an ambiguous element, as only the white loincloth has fully survived. However, the shape of
the white is defined, hence recognizable as cinched waist, rounded buttocks, and frontal cloth hang-
ing sideways rather than down, implying that the figure is seated, facing towards the right. This in-
terpretation is supported by the surviving patches of red extending horizontally and down to the
right, which could be the man’s legs, and the brown ochre rectangle immediately beneath, which
makes sense as a stool. In addition, although the torso has not survived, there are traces of red high-
er up, at the broken edge of the fragment, which are correctly positioned for the head of the figure,
and resting above the red is a tiny patch of black, identifiable as hair. Given the poor state of preser-
vation, interpretation of this element as a man facing to right, wearing a loincloth and seated on a

Fig. 4. The fragment at 1: 2 scale (photograph by C. Mauzy; study drawing by the author; after Morgan 2020:
cat. no. 67)
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stool, was dependent on a close examination of the relationships between surviving patches of col-
our in order to decipher what is left of the original form.

Beneath the action is a different zone, consisting of blue, divided from the yellow ground along a
curved line, with, at the lowest part of the fragment, white and ochre. The blue is painted over the
yellow at the division between the two but over roughened plaster further down. This technical ap-
proach indicates that the blue represents the sea. At the bottom of the fragment, a horizontal area of
white with a faint curved black line is painted over the blue and is intersected by a narrow yellow
ochre vertical structure. The most likely interpretation of this element, both structurally and contex-
tually, is that it represents a sail with a mast. However, the curved line does not correspond to the
ropes of a working sail but rather suggests material that is furled. Fortunately, a fragment of another
ship has survived that clarifies the form (Morgan 2020: cat. no. 71, figs 7.8, 7.26, pl. 8). It shows
the same relationship between blue sea, white horizontal and ochre vertical structure, but there the
white area includes a design and is bordered beneath by a horizontal ochre structure of approxi-
mately the same width as the vertical one. This turns the interpretation towards an awning, a reading
that is strengthened in the other fragment by the presence of blue painted beneath (the sea) with
faint traces of red, suggestive of a male head. Several other fragments of ships survive, including
one of a hull painted with dolphins (Morgan 2018: fig. 4a; 2020: cat. no. 72, pl. 8).

Comparanda
Up to this point, the interpretative process has focused on identification on the basis of form and
technical considerations. Before examining the almost completely destroyed upper right quadrant,
the time has come to consider each of these zones – building / men with cauldrons / sea and ship –
in terms of iconographic comparanda, a crucial aspect of the interpretative process that goes hand in
hand with the wider issue of pictorial meanings.

Fig. 5. Reconstruction coloured drawing with associated fragments by the author (after Morgan 2020: fig. 7: 8,
detail)
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The building is exceptional in terms of both
structure and associations. All other buildings
in the frieze have their surfaces broken up
into definable units of colour and texture. Nor
is it likely to be a fortification wall (like the
one in the Arrival Town of the Thera Minia-
ture Frieze4), as there are no indications of
stonework. Such a large expanse of undiffer-
entiated colour is unique. Equally significant
is the fact that the other buildings, which to-
gether can be seen as a town, are associated
with women, not men. This is the only one in
proximity to men, whose activities all take
place out-of-doors. Other related fragments
suggest there was at least a second area of
brown divided by white (Figs 5 and 6). The

position of the building, in proximity to the coast and a ship, along with their windowless structure
so uncharacteristic of the towns, suggests that it could represent shipsheds (Morgan 2020: chs. 4,
12). There may well be a parallel for this in the coastal building from the north wall of the Thera
Miniature Frieze (Doumas 1992: pls 26, 28; Shaw 1985: 23–24; Shaw 1990: 430–431) and on a
seal impression from Zakros (CMS II 7, no. 219). Shipsheds have been identified at a number of Cre-
tan sites, notably Kommos (Shaw & Shaw 2006: 70–85).

The figures in the zone of action are painted in red ochre, the defining colour of men in Aegean
Bronze Age art, and these figures wear loincloths which are male garments (Sapouna-Sakellaraki
1971; Rehak 1996). Gender is, therefore, a given. Had the figures been white, as in some of the
Knossos Taureadors (Marinatos & Palyvou 2007), ambiguity would have pertained, despite the wear-
ing of loincloths, and alternative interpretations sought.

All the figures in the Kea Miniature (some 70 men and 5 women) have animated movements or ges-
tures appropriate to their actions. The flexed back foot of the two men with cauldrons denotes ac-
tion and is echoed in walking figures, both in this and other paintings (e. g. Phylakopi miniature
fragment, Morgan 2007b: frontispiece, fig. 9.11) and in glyptic scenes (e. g. CMS II 6, no. 29, Ayia
Triada). Several other male figures from the frieze are clearly walking and, as they were found in
the same context, were surely associated with this scene (Fig. 6).

Reconstruction of the fugitive figure on the right of the fragment as seated is problematic, as a
seated position is not characteristic of male figures in Aegean art. There are, however, some in-
stances of seated men (Younger 1995: 168–170), including two of the men on land and those on the
ships in the Thera Miniature Frieze (Doumas 1992: pls 28, 44: land; pls 36–38: ships), or occasion-
ally on sealstones (e. g. CMS I, no. 263; V, no. 184b; VII, no. 130). None of these depictions have
a visible built seat, though one of the men from the Thera frieze perches on what appears to be a
boulder. Beneath the men on a seal impression from Knossos (CMS II 8, no. 242) is a crescent
shape suggestive of a stool without legs, comparable to the ochre rectangle in the Kea painting. Ten-
uous though the reconstruction of the figure in the fragment may be, these comparanda demonstrate
its plausibility.

4 For illustrations and discussion of the Thera Miniature Frieze see Morgan 1988; Televantou 1994; and for extensive colour
illustrations: Doumas 1992: pls 26–48.

Fig. 6. Watercolour painting visualizing part of the Minia-
ture Frieze by the author (after Morgan 2020: f ig. 7: 26,
detail)
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The cauldrons are the key to the scene and, to a large extent, to the overarching theme of the frieze.
A later painting from Hall 46 at Pylos shows men in procession carrying smaller cauldrons (Lang
1969: 21 H 48, pls 15, 116, 122). They wear greaves and are accompanied by men with hunting
dogs, linking the cauldrons with meat from the hunt and no doubt feasting for which there is consid-
erable archaeological evidence at Pylos (Bendall 2004; Stocker & Davis 2004). But there is no paral-
lel in any known Aegean wall painting for the action shown in the Kea fragment. Such a scene
survives only on a seal impression from Knossos on which two figures stand either side of a huge tri-
pod cauldron (CMS II 8, no. 275; Morgan 2015: fig. 5; 2018: fig. 10b). They bend forward with out-
stretched arms towards what looks like the leg of a hoofed animal being put into the cauldron. A
tree above denotes outdoor space. Cooking meat is surely the action depicted. On the Kea fragment
a small but significant detail is revealing: at the base of each cauldron there are black marks indica-
tive of burning, although no fire is shown. What is inside is evidently hot, and unless we entertain
the unlikely idea that they are washing or dyeing clothes, cooking is the answer.

A Crucial Scene
In the previous sections, the process of iconographic interpretation has focused on the decipherment
of elements in the fragment. This process rests on technical considerations, structural identification
(in which an idiom is correlated to the physical world) and comparative iconography. It is now time
to reflect on the significance of the scene within the frieze before ending with its wider spatial and
temporal context. This stage of interpretation is only feasible after every readable fragment has been
deciphered and, as far as possible, the relative position of each within the frieze has been ascertained.
The way is then open for visualization of the painting within its architectural context (Figs 6– 7).

The following designations are no more than appellations, since the fragments were not found adher-
ing to the walls, but they are based on a close study of the find contexts of the fragments and their
associations (Morgan 2020: ch. 7). On the north wall, opposite the scene of cauldrons and ships,
was a town by a river associated with women (Morgan 2018: 276, fig. 5; 2020: fig. 7: 1), as well as

Fig. 7. Visualization of how Room N.20 might have looked, showing the likely position of parts of the frieze.
Design and watercolour paintings by the author; computer realization by N. Math (after Morgan 2020: f ig. 7: 27)
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a probable herding scene (Morgan 2020: fig. 7: 7). This represents the urban settlement associated
with the overarching narrative and most probably reflects the town of Ayia Irini itself. On the adja-
cent east wall was a marsh scene. Devoid of human or animal action, this extraordinary landscape
painting included a river, a marsh with riverlets of muddy water, riverine plants, and a wide expanse
of sea beneath (Fig. 7, left; Morgan 2020: figs 7:19– 7: 22). It no doubt ran along the entire wall.
On the opposite, west wall there was a hunt scene in which dogs chase fallow deer (Morgan 2020:
figs 5:1, 7: 17; cf. Marinatos & Morgan 2005: pl. 15: 2; Morgan 2018: fig. 9b). East and west walls,
then, focused on the natural environment and animal action respectively. North and south walls are
where the human action took place: largely female on the north, male on the south.

It is the south wall to which we can attribute the scene with cauldrons and ships. Also attributable
to this wall is a rocky landscape (Morgan 2020: fig. 7.25). Looking now at the very poorly pre-
served top right quadrant of our fragment, we can just make out traces of blue and pink paint
(Fig. 4). The only part of the frieze in which these colours appear in combination is the rocky land-
scape. As such, it is highly likely that the traces of pink and blue paint should be interpreted as the
lower part of the rocks (Fig. 6). In making this association, I was left with a conundrum: above the
rocky hills are multicoloured descending rocks, a characteristic feature of some Aegean art. How-
ever, no such pieces were found in association with the buildings. That discrepancy is reflected in
the visualization in Fig. 6, which does not assume continuance of the rocks, leaving the question
open. As an iconographic comparison for this combination of rocky hills, coast and ships, we need
look no further than the Thera Ship Procession Frieze, both the Departure and Arrival Towns having
such a setting (Doumas 1992: pls 35–38).

Significantly, also attributable to this south wall are scenes of men wearing white robes, bringing
containers or greeting one another with raised hand gestures. Some were apparently walking in pro-
cession from both left and right (Morgan 2015: fig. 1a; 2018: fig. 6; 2020: fig. 7: 11), strikingly
echoing the Meeting on the Hill from the Thera Miniature Frieze. Some meet by a river, others on
rocks (Morgan 2015: fig. 1b; 2018: fig. 8; 2020: figs 7:12– 7:14). All of these scenes are related
contextually to the cauldrons and ships, as they were found in the same area at similar depths. From
the same context came fragments of horses and a chariot (Morgan 2015: fig. 1c; 2018: fig. 7 a;
2020: fig. 7: 10). This extraordinary find constitutes the earliest known representation of a chariot in
Aegean wall painting and is an unequivocal sign of prestige and pageantry. Evidently there were
processions on land and sea: men walking in robes, chariots, and ships. All of this points to an
event of great significance. In addition, a single fragment of a hunter was found towards the west
end of the wall, in the vicinity of the deer hunt on the adjacent wall (Morgan 2015: fig. 1d; 2018:
fig. 9b; 2020: fig. 7: 16). He carries a pole from which hangs an animal carcass and walks to the
left in the direction of the cauldron scene.

Putting all this together, a group of scenes with an associated narrative can be discerned. Dogs
(trained by man) hunt deer; a hunter brings an animal carcass towards the cauldrons; men bring con-
tainers, most likely filled with gift offerings of food; men cook, presumably venison, in large caul-
drons in an outdoor, public space. A feast is imminent. At the same time, men dressed in long
robes and gesturing in greeting meet in ceremonial procession, and chariot(s) and ships process on
land and sea. Pageantry is under way implying a public festival. Our fragment is the lynchpin to
the narrative, crucial as it is both to the message of the imminent public feast and to the spatial sig-
nificance of the sea.
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The Wider Context
Unlike all other buildings at Ayia Irini (except for the Temple), the Northeast Bastion had no evi-
dence of household industries. Instead, the finds consisted of a wide variety of pottery suitable for
drinking, pouring, eating, and storage and production of food (Fitzsimons & Gorogianni 2017; Goro-
gianni & Fitzsimons 2017: 146 and n. 8). Several pithoi were found in situ in the basement of N.18
and a few fallen from the upper storey. A service staircase linked the basement and the upper floor.
Significantly, in the southwest corner of N.20 on the upper storey there was a drain (Caskey 1971:
376, fig. 10) near which were found concentrations of cups (E. Gorogianni personal communica-
tion). Evidence suggests that there were two doors through from N.18 to N.20 (R. Fitzsimons perso-
nal communication) and, as such, I have reconstructed a partition wall that would create a narrow
room in the western part of N.20 to accommodate the drain along with storage accessible from the
service staircase (Fig. 3b). Finally, in N.18 there were several panel paintings of plants, both reeds
(echoing the marsh landscape in N.20 and the coast outside) and myrtle and blackberry brambles
(both known ingredients in meat stews and wine) (Morgan 2018: fig. 11; 2020: figs 8:1–8: 9).

Where each scene in the Miniature Frieze was painted on the walls of room N.20 was significant in
terms of the wider context of the environment (cf. Morgan 2007a on orientation). As we saw, the
marsh landscape was painted on the east wall. Looking out of the windows that must have existed
beneath the frieze on this wall, one would have seen the coast. Today, this coast consists of a mar-
shy strip between sea and land as well as a dried up riverbed leading northwards. We do not know
what this coast would have looked like in the Bronze Age, but the coincidence is striking. On the ad-
jacent north wall was the urban scene with town and women as well as the herding scene. On the
south wall was the scene of men cooking in cauldrons by the sea, ships, and the rocky landscape.
The town of Ayia Irini lies to the north of the open sea just as the painted town lies to the north of
the painted ships. In life, as one approaches the northwestern part of the island of Kea, where Ayia
Irini is situated, one sees the coast dramatically framed by hills, as one does from the site itself.

Windows beneath the south wall frieze would have directly overlooked the main Gateway to the
town, with the sea beyond (Fig. 2). Depending on the sea level and the heights of other buildings,
the view may have overlooked the eastern harbour. Between the town walls and the sea was an area
that could have been used for the mooring of ships and there is a possibility that shipsheds existed
on the coast.5 If so, our exploration of iconographic significance leads to a further correlation bet-
ween the painted scene and the contextual location, which would define the action within the scene
in terms of space. Crucially, between the Bastion and the Gateway lay a large open space outside
the fortification wall, ideal for large gatherings and a place in which one could easily imagine a pub-
lic festival taking place involving cooking in large cauldrons. Inside and outside the Bastion appear
to have been coordinated: interior painting with exterior place.

Reception
It is for all the reasons discussed above – iconography, finds, architecture, and the layout of the land
and sea – that I have identified the Northeast Bastion rooms and their wall paintings as concerned
with banqueting (Morgan 1995: 243; 1998: 202; 2020: ch. 12), an identification corroborated by re-
cent analysis of the architecture and pottery (Fitzsimons & Gorogianni 2017; Gorogianni & Fitz-
simons 2017: 145–149).

Like the Thera Miniature Frieze, the Kea frieze, and indeed the building in which it was housed, is
dated to the beginning of the Late Bronze Age, a time of phenomenal expansion of contacts between

5 A long wall to the southeast of the Northeast Bastion (Fig. 2, in grey) dated to the Hellenistic period may have belonged to
shipsheds (Jack Davis personal communication 2012). Bronze Age moorings, if they existed here, would have been to the
east of this, closer to the sea.
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Minoan Crete, the Cycladic islands and the Mainland. Ayia Irini was a crucial port in the trade of
metals and would have received many ships from abroad. Hospitality and commensal feasting
would have been crucial in the context of intercultural relations. The Northeast Bastion was strategi-
cally placed, within the newly extended fortification wall, overlooking the approach to the town
from the sea. As such, the large rooms provided an ideal location for commensal gatherings, no
doubt for leading men of the town and important visitors from abroad.

Room N.20 was both inward and outward looking, protectively accommodating elite gatherings in-
side, while providing privileged views of the populace and approaching visitors outside in an open
space in which public cooking, feasting, and display of pageantry could all take place. The caul-
drons and ships scene provides the link between the two domains.

From the individual fragment to its broadest context, meaning accumulates and consolidates in the
mind of the interpreter. At first a small but significant part of the puzzle, the scene gradually
emerges as a crucial part of the overall picture through re-contextualization. As such, it provides a
vital clue to reconstituting meaning in a once influential work of Aegean iconography. More
broadly, in considering how the painting might have been received within the community and the im-
pression it must have made on those who were invited into the room, it sheds light on the significant
role that wall paintings played in facilitating social cohesion.
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